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LABOR DAY

FADE IN:

WHITE TEXT

“Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the
things you didn't do than by the ones you did do. So throw
off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the
trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover.”
— Mark Twain

GOTO BLACK:

CHARLIE JOHNSON (V.O.)
Hi, my name is Charlie Johnson,
my friends call me Chuck.  I’m a
good guy, with a good paying job
and a pretty good life.  I’m single
and have a loving fiancée but
unfortunately I want more. Welcome
to my life…

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. OFFICE BUILDING – CHARLOTTE, NC – DAY

CAPTION

CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA

We SHOW the city SKYLINE.  We SHOW and HEAR the hustle and
bustle of the city, cars passing, people crossing
sidewalks.

We follow a businessman’s FEET walking up the steps of a
building and entering the lobby.  He quickly leaps into the
elevator just as the doors close…

We FAST FORWARD the ELEVATOR RIDE and then hear the BING.

Several PEOPLE’S FEET exit the elevator and disperse.

We follow the FEET of Charlie as he enters the CONFERENCE
ROOM full of people as he takes a seat.
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MANAGER
Nice of you to join us,
Mr. Johnson.

CUT TO:

INT. CONFERENCE ROOM – CHARLOTTE, NC – DAY

CHARLIE JOHNSON a thirty-something Caucasian guy, with a
disgruntled look on his face is seated at the middle of a
conference room table surrounded by several of his
colleagues with his manager at the head of the table
facilitating the meeting.

The manager walks around the room eyeballing his employees.

MANAGER
This is unacceptable people.
Sales are down thirty percent
this quarter.  Why?

He searches his employee’s eyes for answers.

MANAGER (CONT’D)
No-one?  No-one has an answer?

PHIL (TYPICAL LOOKING OFFICE
EMPLOYEE)
It’s summer chief.  Client’s
are on vacation.

MANAGER
Wrong!

Male Employee 1 flinches.

MANAGER (CONT’D)
(mockingly) It’s summer chief,
people are on vacation.  Then
you go on vacation with him!
And don’t call me chief.

The manager walks over in Charlie’s direction.

MANAGER (CONT’D)
Johnson, what are Dexler’s
numbers?
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Dexler is chewing on his finger nails.

CHARLIE
Down sixty percent from last
quarter.

The Manager walks around to where Dexler is seated and gets
in his face.

MANAGER
Down sixty percent!

Dexler shoots him a feeble look.

MANAGER
Dexler.

DEXLER
Yes chief?

MANAGER
Why do your numbers suck?

DEXLER
It’s summer…?

The Manager shakes his head in awe of his stupidity.

MANAGER
Get out of my face, and go
sell something!

DEXLER
Yes sir.

Dexler meekly exits the silent room.

MANAGER
I don’t like making examples
out of people.  But I will
if I’m pushed and these detestable
numbers are pushing me to my
limit.

The manager makes his way back to Male Employee 1.
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MANAGER (CONT’D)
No more excuses.  You find
the clients and you sell our
products.  Those who don’t, CAN
(in the face of Male Employee 1)
FIND LIFE ELSEWHERE!  Dismissed!

The employees quickly grab their items and quickly exit.

MANAGER (CONT’D)
Johnson!

CHARLIE
Yes sir.

MANAGER
Have our Q4 pipeline on my
desk by 5 p.m. today.

CHARLIE
But, I’m leaving early for the
beach tomorrow. I need to get
most of the information from
the staff and that’ll take hours.

MANAGER
Then I suggest you get started…

The manager leaves Charlie standing in his wake.

The CLOCK hits 4 p.m.

CUT TO:

INT. CHARLIE’S OFFICE – LATER

Charlie is at his desk rummaging through papers with his
glasses on and a pen tucked behind his ear.

He is typing on his computer when his phone rings. It’s his
fiancée, ROXANNE a thirty something business woman, and
doesn’t sound or appear happy.
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Charlie tries to ignore it and contemplates picking up it a
couple of times, and then finally answers abruptly.

CHARLIE
Hello!

SPLIT SCREEN

ROXANNE
Well hello to you too…

CHARLIE
Ahh, sorry honey I’m swamped.

ROXANNE
It’s ok…

CHARLIE
What’s up?

CUT TO:

INT. HOUSE - SAME

ROXANNE
I was just going to see
if you could make it to
my folks tonight for dinner…

CUT TO:

INT. CHARLIE’S OFFICE - SAME

CHARLIE
Not going to happen tonight
honey, I have a deadline I’m
not going to make and I’m
leaving for the beach tomorrow,
remember?
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CUT TO:

INT. HOUSE - SAME

ROXANNE
Oh, that’s right.  I keep
forgetting it’s that time
of the year for the buddy
beach trip, isn’t it?

CUT TO:

INT. CHARLIE’S OFFICE - SAME

CHARLIE
Please don’t start, Roxy…

CUT TO:
INT. HOUSE - SAME

ROXANNE
OK CHUCK… But why is it that
you always drop everything
for those limp dicks but when
it comes to me and my family
it’s always, sorry I can’t or
sorry not tonight honey.

CUT TO:

INT. CHARLIE’S OFFICE - SAME

CHARLIE
Seriously Roxanne? I don’t
have time for this right now.
I won’t be home ‘til late tonight.
Call you later…

CUT TO:
INT. HOUSE - SAME

ROXANNE
Whatever bye…
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CUT TO:

INT. CHARLIE’S OFFICE – SAME

Charlie looks at the phone.

CHARLIE
Gees…

He hangs it up.

The CLOCK hits 5 p.m. and several employees begin to leave
the office.  PHIL peeps in as Charlie continues to work.

PHIL
Chuck we’re hitting O’Callahan’s,
you coming?

CHARLIE
Can’t man, I got a bunch of work
to do before I head out tomorrow.

PHIL
Suit yourself, Marcy’s going to
be there.

CHARLIE
Marcy from sales?

Male Employee 1 nods and smiles.

CHARLIE (CONT’D)
Save me a seat!

DISSOLVE TO:

The CLOCK changes to 6 p.m.

Charlie is typing on his computer with his pen in his
mouth.

DISSOLVE TO:

The CLOCK shows 7 p.m.
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Charlie runs his hands through his hair as he stares at his
computer and glances up at the clock.

DISSOLVE TO:
The CLOCK changes to 8 p.m.

Charlie is rummaging through his papers.

DISSOLVE TO:

The CLOCK changes to 9 p.m.

Charlie is on the phone having an intense conversation
looking out his window over the brightly lit city skyline.

DISSOLVE TO:

The CLOCK changes to 10 p.m. and Charlie’s head is down on
his desk.

The phone RINGS, and its MARCY.

Charlie slowly comes to and realizes where he is at and
answers the phone.

CHARLIE
Hello…?

MARCY
Hello Charlie…?

CHARLIE
Yeah, who’s this?

CUT TO:

INT. BAR – SAME

MARCY
You probably don’t remember
me, it’s Marcy.  Phil thought
you still might be working and
asked me to call you.  He said
it’s time that you ditch the
office and have a drink.  Do you
think you can meet us…?
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Phil and a few of the guys and girls from the office are at
the bar talking and laughing in the background.

CUT TO:

INT. CHARLIES’ OFFICE - SAME

CHARLIE
Ahhh, yeah, yeah sure… I be
right down.

CUT TO:

INT. BAR – SAME

MARCY
Ok, I’ll be waiting…

CHARLIE (O.S.)
Yeah, great…. See you in a few.

MARCY
Bye…

She hangs up Phil’s cell phone and hands it to him.

PHIL
Perfect, perfect…

CUT TO:

INT. CHARLIE’S OFFICE - SAME

CHARLIE
Bye… (to himself) Holy shit…

He scrambles around and gathers up the papers in a folder
and closes his lap top.  He grabs his coat and scrambles
out the door.

He runs down the hallway stopping quickly at his boss’s
office.

He slips the report under is doorway and takes off running.
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CUT TO:

INT. CHARLIE’S HOUSE – BEDROOM - NEXT DAY – DAY ONE –
THURSDAY MORNING

CAPTION:

THURSDAY – DAY ONE – THE ROAD TRIP

Charlie is fast asleep when we HEAR a horn honking from the
outside.

EXT. CHARLIE’S HOUSE - DRIVEWAY – SAME

A black Ford Mustang is parked in the driveway with the top
down and three guys seated in it.

TOMMY, a thirty-something agile and quick-witted guy is in
the driver’s seat.  CORN DOG a thirty-something Caucasian
tough minded lesbian woman, is seated right behind Tommy.
LARRY, a thirty-something small, geeky by the book kind of
guy is seated next to Corn Dog.

EXT. CHARLIE’S DRIVEWAY – SAME

Tommy starts getting restless and lays on the horn.

TOMMY
Where the hell is he?  Will
one of you go round his ass up
for gosh sakes?

CORN DOG
Come on Lar, give me a hand…

Larry and Corn Dog exit the car and approach the house.

CORN DOG (CONT’D)
Why are you staring at the
door for? Ring the damn door
bell.

LARRY
What if his wife answers?
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CORN DOG
It’s his fiancé, remember.

LARRY
You know she hates me.

CORN DOG
Probably because you keep
calling her his wife, reminding
her every time of the fact that
they’ve been together long
enough to be married…
Ring the damn doorbell!

LARRY shoots her a disgruntled look.

LARRY
Ok, ok…

CUT TO:

INT. CAR - SAME

TOMMY
Hurry up, numb nuts!

CUT TO:

EXT. CHARLIE’S HOUSE - SAME

They shoot him a look back.

Larry hesitates and slowly moves his shaky finger towards
the DOORBELL.

Corn Dog gets impatient and presses his finger ringing the
bell.

LARRY
Ouuuu!

CORN DOG
No balls….

They wait a minute but there is no answer.

CORN DOG rings the DOORBELL again.
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And again there’s no answer.

Larry reaches for the door handle and goes to turn the
handle.

CORN DOG
Woe, Woe, Woe.  What are you
doing?

LARRY
I’m going to try to get in.

CORN DOG
Wait a minute, a second ago
you were afraid of ringing the
doorbell.  Now you’re going to
try to break in?  I don’t
get you…

LARRY
I’m just going to check to
see if the door’s locked.

CORN DOG
Of course it’s locked, what
makes you think it’s unlocked?

LARRY
I saw it in a movie once…

CORN DOG
It’s amazing how you get
through life…

Larry reaches for the door and turns the handle and the
door opens.

LARRY
Voila!

CORN DOG
Voila…!  Unbelievable… Ladies
First.
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LARRY
Then what are you waiting
for?

CORN DOG
I ain’t no lady…

LARRY
You got that right…

Corn Dog stops and shoots him a look, tired of his
bullshit.

CORN DOG
Get the hell outta the
way.

Corn Dog enters the house and Larry follows him in.

They enter the foyer and Larry notices a note on the
console.

LARRY
There’s a note.

CORN DOG
Well? Did they teach you
to read at West Meck?

Corn Dog grabs the note and reads it.

CORN DOG (CONT’D)
Dear Charlie, you obviously don’t
have your priorities in order,
when you told me that you were
working late last night I
believed you.

Corn Dog takes a beat and shoots Larry a look.

CORN DOG (CONT’D)
But when I woke up this morning
all I could smell was alcohol
all over you. If you want this
relationship to continue you
know where you can find me.
-Roxanne.
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LARRY
Holy shit, she left his ass…

CORN DOG
(Sarcastically) You think?

Corn Dog takes a step back.

LARRY
Well, I guess we don’t have to
worry about her giving us shit.
Come on, let’s find his sorry
ass…

They take 2 steps and suddenly a Wrought Wyler appears from
the kitchen.

They see the DOG and the dog GROWLS.

LARRY
Oh shit… Don’t move.

CORN DOG
What?

LARRY
I said, DON’T move…

CORN DOG
What you’re scared of a little
Dog?

A WET streak appears down Corn Dog’s pant leg and Corn Dog
notices.

CORN DOG
Did you piss your pants?

The dog looks at them growling deeper now.

LARRY
Just back up slowly…

Larry begins to back up very slowly.
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CORN DOG
Your such a pussy…

LARRY
Nice doggy, yyyyes, you’re
a nice doggy, yes you are,
yes you arrrrrrrr…

The dog BARKS and starts running towards them.

LARRY (CONT’D)
Ruuuuuuuuun!

Larry takes off running for the door but Corn Dog holds her
ground.

The dog leaps up into the air and Corn Dog holds out her
fist and punches it in the nose.

The dog falls to the ground and whimpers off.

Tommy sees Larry diving out the door and into the flower
bed.

TOMMY
What the hell’s going on?

Tommy tears off his sunglasses and exits the car.

TOMMY (CONT’D)
What the hell are you guys
doing? You trying to piss
off Roxanne or something,
going through her fucking
flower bed?

LARRY
The fucking dog chased us,
man…

TOMMY
Who? Tubby?  Bullshit, the dog
wouldn’t hurt a flee.

LARRY
Be our guest Mr. Dog Whisper, the
door’s unlocked.
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TOMMY
Wuss…

Tommy enters the door and sees Tubby peeking around the
corner.

TOMMY
What the hell did you do
to Tubby…

CORN DOG
The bitch tried to bite
me, so I popped it in the
nose.

TOMMY
You got some serious anger
issues…

The DOG whimpers around the corner and Corn Dog and Larry
shoot each other a look.

CORN DOG
Issue solved…

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. HIGHWAY – DAY – LATER

The guys are driving down the highway. The pass several
BILLBOARDS and a sign on the road saying...

LEAVING CHARLOTTE CITY LIMITS

Corn Dog and Larry are seated in the back.

CORN DOG
Punch buggy, red.

Corn Dog punches Larry in the arm.

LARRY
Don’t start that bullshit…

CHARLIE
I can’t believe she left me…
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TOMMY
She didn’t leave you man, she’s
just trying to make a point.
Besides you’re better off without
her.

Charlie shoots him a look.

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Enjoy the freedom, we got a long
weekend.  I got to hand it to her,
she’s pretty brave actually, trying
to prove a point like that right
before a beach trip.  She pretty
much gave you a free pass to fuck
anything you want.

Charlie shoots him another look.

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Don’t do that, don’t you do that.
That’s why she did it, to fuck
with your head. ‘Cause she knows
that you’ll be thinking, if I prove
my love, I can win her back by not
cheating.  You just need to fuck
anything you see that moves
down here.  You got me?

Charlie looks the other way.

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Good man, good man…

LARRY
Hey, is there something we
should know back here?

TOMMY
Yeah, we’re all getting hand
jobs!

LARRY
(To Corn Dog) Except for you…

Corn Dog grins.
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CORN DOG
What a chick can’t get
a hand job?  Figures you
wouldn’t know how to give
a chick a hand job…

Larry wiggles his tongue at her.  Corn Dog’s eyes light up.

CORN DOG (CONT’D)
Oh that’s disgusting coming
from you.

Larry shoot her a disgruntled look as Tommy cranks up the
tunes and hits the GAS PEDDLE and they leave us in the
dust.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. OCEAN ISLE – HOURS LATER – DAY

Tommy is at the wheel while Charlie and the others are
asleep.

Corn Dog is laid out and in a deep sleep and has drool
running down her cheek.

Larry is sleeping with his arms crossed and with his
glasses barely hanging onto his face.

They approach a sign that reads WELCOME TO OCEAN ISLE and
drive over the bridge.

A PELICAN flies overhead and swoops over the car and past
the bridge following the INTRACOASTAL highway.

A PELICAN flies over the landscape of the INTRACOASTAL
HIGHWAY as they drive over the bridge.

Tommy looks around and sees the others sleeping.

TOMMY
Hey wake up, we’re here.

The guys slowly come to.

Corn Dog looks around for a place to wipe the drool that is
on her arm and wipes it on Larry’s shirt.
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This wakes Larry up as he struggles to fix his glasses on
his face. He looks at Corn Dog whose pretending that she’s
just waking up.

Larry’s vision finally comes into focus and he sees some
DROOL still on Corn Dog’s face.

LARRY
Are you drooling?  Is
that drool?

Corn Dog wipes her mouth with her arm.

LARRY (CONT’D)
That’s disgusting…

Corn Dog looks down at where she wiped it on Larry’s shirt.

Larry sits up and accidently touches the wet spot.

LARRY (CONT’D)
Ahh, what the hell.  Is
that you’re droll?

Tommy and Charlie glance back at the two of them.

CHARLIE
You two ok back there?

LARRY (CONT’D)
Yeah, I just happen to be
sharing the back seat with
Droolio.

Charlie laughs.

Corn Dog puckers up her lips.

LARRY (CONT’D)
Get away from me.

Tommy and Charlie look at each other and shrug.

SERIES OF SHOTS

They pass a gas station.
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They pass a surf shop.
They pass a Seafood Restaurant.
They pass a Fishing Charter.
They pass a pier.
They pass a couple of good looking girls crossing the
street.

TOMMY
Woooo!  Hey ladies!

The girls turn and shoot them a smile.

Tommy nearly drives off the road and swerves.

LARRY
Whoa!  Pay attention to the
road!

CORN DOG
This is going to be awesome!
I can’t wait to hit the beach
and see all the little hotties.

LARRY
Try to restrain yourself
alittle... please…

CUT TO:

EXT. BEACH – MOMENTS LATER - DAY

They run down to the beach carrying their beach gear,
umbrella, cooler, etc.

Corn Dog sprints ahead and bum rushes the beach but
suddenly stops in her tracks.

The others finally catch up.

TOMMY
What?  What is it?

CORN DOG
Where are all the hot babes?
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The BEACH is deserted there’s a couple of fat women seated
nearby lotioning themselves up and a small family several
yards down the beach.

TOMMY
It’s still early they’ll
be here.

LARRY
(To Charlie) It’s 2 p.m.  It’s the
middle of the day…

They walk down and lay there stuff out.

CHARLIE
Look! There’s a Tiki bar.
That’s probably where most
of the chicks hang out…

CORN DOG
Yeah, if there were any…

We SHOW the deserted BEACH.

TOMMY
You going to mope around
all day or hit the surf?

Tommy takes off running and dives into the waves.

He leaps out of the water and hollers.

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Wooo!  It’s like piss water!

LARRY
Piss water?

CHARLIE
He means it’s warm as piss…

LARRY
I swear you guys have your
own language.

Larry takes off running down to the beach.
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Charlie and Corn Dog shoot each other a look and chase
after him.

Larry awkwardly dives into a wave.

Charlie dives into the surf and Corn Dog does a belly flop
into a wave and gets slammed.

Corn Dog struggles to get to her feet.

CORN DOG
Ah, that one hurt.

SERIES OF SHOTS

Tommy body surfs a wave.
Charlie body surfs a wave.
Larry gets crushed by a wave.
Corn Dog tries to body surf a wave, but misses it.
Tommy body surfs a wave.
Corn Dog gets slammed by a wave.
Charlie body surfs a wave.
Larry gets swallowed by a wave.

Corn Dog sits in the shallows of the surf watching the
others.

CORN DOG
(To himself) I’m so out
of shape.

Out of nowhere a small JELLYFISH appears near Corn Dog, as
he lies in the water.  It floats undetected closer and
closer until finally WHAM!

CORN DOG (CONT’D)
Ahhhh!  Son of a…!

She lifts her leg out of the water and sees that it’s not
bleeding.

She jumps out of the water and takes off running.

The others see her in a panic running out of the surf.
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CORN DOG
Get in, get in!

The others quickly run out of the surf and onto the beach.

CHARLIE
What the hell happened?

CORN DOG
I got tagged by a Jelly.

She shows them her leg and its all RED.

CORN DOG (CONT’D)
Ahhh, it kills! I
don’t want to die man…

TOMMY
Could we be so lucky…
Let me see it…

Tommy takes a look.

TOMMY (CONT’D)
You’re alright.

CORN DOG
Bullshit, it stings like hell.

TOMMY
Hold on, let me grab a beer.
I’ll pour it on it, the alcohol
should kill the sting.

Tommy runs up and grabs a beer out of the COOLER.

He cracks it open and takes a long sip.

CHARLIE
(To Tommy) Hurry up!

Tommy waves them off and then runs back to them with a few
beers in his hands.
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LARRY (CONT’D)
I don’t think that’s going to
work. The carbonation might
make it worse.

TOMMY
Heads up…

Tommy pours the beer on his leg and Corn Dog lets out a
holler.

CORN DOG
Damn bitch!

Tommy polishes off a beer.

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Guess you were right.

LARRY
I heard only urine or vinegar
takes the sting away.  Someone’s
got to piss on her leg.

CORN DOG
Bullshit!

LARRY
Fine, sit there in agony…

Larry goes to turn away.

CORN DOG
Ok, ok…

Larry turns back.

CORN DOG (CONT’D)
Ok, but anybody but Tommy, I
don’t want to catch some venereal
disease.

TOMMY
Screw you…
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Tommy cracks open another beer.

Larry and Charlie look at each other.

LARRY
Well, I guess that leaves
you or me.

CHARLIE
It was your idea man…

LARRY
Great… Just cover me.

CHARLIE
There’s no-one around.

LARRY
Just do it!  You to Tommy.

Tommy turns around and he and Charlie try to block out the
view.

LARRY
You ready?

Corn Dog nods.

Larry pulls out his dick and tries to piss.

TOMMY
Hurry it up will you, it’s
not like she’s never seen
a dick before. Then again
maybe she hasn’t…

CORN DOG
Screw you, man…  Just hurry
up…

LARRY
I’m trying…
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TOMMY
A little gun shy there
Lar?

LARRY
Why don’t you do it, you just
guzzled a beer.

CORN DOG
No!

TOMMY
Just hurry up and piss…

Larry really tries hard and Corn Dog starts to laugh.

LARRY
What are you laughing at?

CORN DOG
Nothing…

LARRY
Bullshit, you’re laughing
at something. What are you
laughing for?

CORN DOG
(laughing) That’s the first
time I’ve ever seen freckles
on a dick…

Tommy and Charlie turn and shoot each a look and erupt in
laughter.

LARRY
Oh, that’s fucking funny,
real fucking funny.

Tommy sprays beer out of his mouth as he’s laughing so
hard.

LARRY (CONT’D)
Well, how many dicks have
you seen close up ASSHOLE!
Kiss my ass! I hope your
fucking leg falls off!
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Larry puts his dick back in his pants and storms off up to
their stuff.

Tommy and Charlie are both on the ground now rolling and
laughing.

LARRY (CONT’D)
Screw you!

CUT TO:

EXT. EVENING – HOUSE – CROW’S NEST – LATER

Larry is sitting a top the CROW’S NEST sipping on a beer
looking out at the view.

We SHOW the view of the INTRACOASTAL HIGHWAY and a view of
the BEACH.

Charlie appears climbing the stairs of the crow’s nest.

CHARLIE
Sorry about earlier, man.
That was just the funniest
thing I’d heard in a long time.

LARRY
Dah huh…

CHARLIE
Here have a beer…

LARRY
Thanks, how’s his leg…?

CHARLIE
He’s fine, he poured some
vinegar on it and it seemed
to help.

Charlie checks out the view.

CHARLIE (CONT’D)
Man it’s gorgeous up here.
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LARRY
Yeah… I’m thinking about bringing
the wife and kids here next year.

CHARLIE
It really is a perfect beach for
the family.

Larry nods.

Tommy peers up from below.

TOMMY
Are you two done stroking each
other up there?  I’m starving,
let’s hit it!

Charlie and Larry laugh and walk down.

CUT TO:

EXT. SHARKY’S SEAFOOD – LATER

The guys walking along the street looking for a place to
eat.

CORN DOG
Why in God’s name are you
wearing a cowboy hat?

TOMMY
‘Cause I’m a goddamn cowboy
you got a problem with it?

CORN DOG
Guess I never knew you were
a rancher…

CHARLIE
Leave him alone, it’s a
Fantasy of his.

TOMMY
Chicks love it, alright?
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CORN DOG
Beach chicks, really?  I always
thought they were into surfers…
Just looks out of place, dude...

TOMMY
Yeah well, your ass crack
sticking out of your shorts
looks a little out of place
too, ok…

CLOSE ON Corn Dog’s ASSCRACK sticking out of her shorts.

CHARLIE
Hey how about this place?

We show SHARKY’S restaurant.

LARRY
Sharky’s?  Sounds more like
bar?

TOMMY
Screw it I’m starving.  As long
as they have oysters and beer
I’m fine.

The guys follow Tommy into the restaurant and they are
immediately greeted and taken aback by the HOSTESS,
STEPHANIE a twenty-something, beautiful blonde.

Even Tommy is blown away and a little intimidated by her.

STEPHANIE (HOSTESS)
Hi gentlemen, welcome to
Sharky’s.

TOMMY
Howdy…

Stephanie smiles and Corn Dog just shakes his head.

STEPHANIE
How many in you’re party?

Charlie steps in.
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CHARLIE
Four.

STEPHANIE
Follow me please…

TOMMY
(To Charlie)  I’d follow her
into the depths of hell.

CHARLIE
That’s good because that’s
Probably where you’ll be going.

Stephanie stops short of the patio.

STEPHANIE
Would you like to stay inside
or would you prefer the patio.
There’s a great view of the
water.

TOMMY
I’d like to stay with you
actually…

Stephanie smiles.

CHARLIE
We’d like the patio please…

Stephanie opens the door.

STEPHANIE
This way gentlemen.

She walks them to their table with a perfect view of the
ocean.

STEPHANIE (CONT’D)
Here we are, your
waitress will be with you
shortly.

Stephanie shoots Charlie a glance as she passes their
waitress, a cute female who’s is clearly a veteran.
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STEPHANIE (CONT’D)
Watch out for the cowboy.

WAITRESS
Thanks for the heads up.

The waitress approaches their table.

WAITRESS (CONT’D)
Hi guys, my name is Becky.
Can I get you something to
drink to start things off?

CORN DOG
I’ll have sex on the beach.

She winks at the waitress.

LARRY
You mean A sex on the beach.

CORN DOG
That’s what I said sex on
the beach.

WAITRESS
Ok…

LARRY
Long Island Ice Tea, for me
please.

CHARLIE
I’ll have tonight’s draft
special.

TOMMY
Beer…

WAITRESS
Bottle or draft?

TOMMY
Bottle darlin’…
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WAITRESS
Thank you, I’ll be right
back with your drinks
gentlemen.

The waitress exits the patio.

CUT TO:

INT. RESTAURANT - SAME

She enters the restaurant bar area and passes STEPHANIE.

WAITRESS
That’s a weird bunch.

STEPHANIE
Yeah, the brown haired guy is
kinda cute. I’m not too
sure about the others…

WAITRESS
The girl asked for sex
on beach and shot me a
wink...

Stephanie laughs.

STEPHANIE
Go figure…

CUT TO:

EXT. RESTAURANT – PATIO - SAME

CORN DOG
Look they’re looking at us
and laughing. You think they
want us?

TOMMY
I assume you mean me…  And my
response would be, does a bull
have balls?
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CORN DOG
Is he going to do this all
night?

TOMMY
Do what?

CORN DOG
Play cowboy…

Tommy goes into his best John Wayne impersonation.

TOMMY
You want to step outside
pilgrim…

CORN DOG
No Duke, I’d rather enjoy
my meal.

Tommy still impersonating John Wayne.

TOMMY
Well, watch your lip, son…

Larry and Charlie shoot each other a look as the Waitress
approaches.

WAITRESS
Here you go gentlemen.

The waitress hands them their individual drinks.

WAITRESS (CONT’D)
Are you ready to order or do
you need a few more minutes to
decide?

CHARLIE
I think we’re ready.

They all nod.

WAITRESS
Ok, who’s first?
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TOMMY
I’ll take a bucket of Oysters
and might as well make it
a bucket of beers.

CHARLIE
I’ll have the same.

CORN DOG
I’ll have that plus your Bacon
Double Cheeseburger Deluxe.

Larry chuckles.

LARRY
And a heart surgeon.

The waitress laughs.

LARRY (CONT’D)
I’ll have the Flounder Fillet,
and a salad with your house
Vinaigrette.

CORN DOG
And a gay man to go please….

The guys laugh.
LARRY

Eat me…

Corn Dog blows him a kiss.

The waitress laughs.

WAITRESS
Alright, thank you guys, I’ll
be back in a few minutes with
your order.

The waitress exits.

CORN DOG
God, what I’d do to her…
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TOMMY
I’d like to sink my teeth
into her ass…

Charlie shakes his head.

The SUN sets in the background as the guys sip their
drinks.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. RESTAURANT – LATER

The guys are in the bar area now, enjoying a few drinks and
shooting a game of pool.

TOMMY
That hostess keeps looking
over here man.  I might have
go introduce myself.

CHARLIE
I thought you did already.

Tommy shoots him a look.

TOMMY
Not yet…

Tommy walks over towards the Hostess booth and starts
talking to Stephanie.

CORN DOG
Where’s he going?

CHARLIE
Where do you think?

Charlie watches as Tommy strikes out, and starts heading
back.

LARRY
That was quick.

TOMMY
She wants me…
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CORN DOG
Yeah right…

Tommy just lowers his head in defeat.

Charlie laughs.

CHARLIE
Maybe it’s the hat…?

TOMMY
Kiss my ass, lets get out
of here.  I say we hit that
little bitty tittie bar down
the street.

CORN DOG
Now you’re talking’

The guys drop what they’re doing and begin to exit the
restaurant.

STEPHANIE
Thank you guys, come see
us again.

Tommy shoots her a salute and they all exit, but Charlie
who turns suddenly.

CHARLIE
Hey look at that, I’m back
already.

She laughs.

CHARLIE (CONT’D)
Listen, we’re only in town
for a few days, so I’m just
going to lay it out here.
(beat)Would you like to
get a drink sometime?

Stephanie shoots the waitress a look.

The Waitress shrugs.
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STEPHANIE
I don’t know… How do I know
I can trust you?

CHARLIE
Well… I’m no cowboy, but…

He shoots look in Tommy’s direction.

Tommy shoots him a disgruntled look.

CHARLIE (CONT’D)
…all I’m asking for
is dinner.

Stephanie looks him up and down and then agrees.

STEPHANIE
Well, I get off at eight
tomorrow.  If that’s not
too late…?

CHARLIE
Hey, I’m on vacation…

She laughs.

STEPHANIE
Ok, I’ll see you then.

CHARLIE
Ok great, bye…

STEPHANIE
Have a nice night, don’t get
into any trouble.

Tommy enters.

TOMMY
Oh, he’s already in trouble…

Tommy grabs him and she laughs and shakes her head as they
exit.

DISSOLVE TO:
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INT. BEACH HOUSE – DAY TWO - NEXT DAY – FRIDAY – MORNING

CAPTION:

FRIDAY – DAY TWO

Corn Dog is sprawled out on the couch snoring.  Charlie is
sleeping in one of the rooms face down.  Tommy is sleeping
in the other room on top of the covers still with his
clothes and shoes on.

We HEAR some rumbling through the kitchen and Larry is up
sipping his coffee and typing on his computer emailing his
wife and kids.

We SHOW him typing and talking to himself.

LARRY
(EMAIL)  Hi Honey, we had a
great first night.  Went to
the beach and had seafood for
dinner. Corn Dog got stung by a
jellyfish, but she’s fine.
Hope all is well with you and
the kids! Love, Daddy!

He sends the e-mail then notices the clock it shows 7:24
a.m.

LARRY (CONT’D)
Oh shit.

He jumps up and starts wrestling up the others.

He pinches Corn Dog’s arm.

Corn Dog wakes up aggravated.

CORN DOG
Ahhh! What the hell!?

LARRY (CONT’D)
Wake up, it’s almost
Seven-Thirty! Our charter
leaves at eight!

He walks over to the two rooms.
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LARRY (CONT’D)
Tommy, Charlie wake up!
We’re going to miss the boat.

Tommy slowly awakes.

TOMMY
You guys can go without me…

CHARLIE
Same here…

LARRY
Get you asses out of bed, I
already paid for the fricken
thing!  Coffee’s ready.

Tommy slowly sits up.

TOMMY
I don’t drink coffee…

He flops back down on the bed.

Larry grabs him and lifts him up.

LARRY
God you reek!

Tommy breathes on him.

Larry turns away.

LARRY (CONT’D)
You’re on your own.

Charlie emerges in his boxers scratching his ass and
yawning as his opens the box of empty doughnuts.

CHARLIE
Who ate all the doughnuts?

Corn Dog tries to hide the white frosting from her face,
but it’s crusted on.
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CHARLIE (CONT’D)
You couldn’t save us one
doughnut?

CORN DOG
I had the munchies…

Tommy enters and notices the jelly on Corn Dog’s face and
the half eaten jelly doughnut lying on her chest and then
goes into his best rendition of the Sergeant in “Full Metal
Jacket.”

TOMMY
Holy Jesus! Is that a God
damn jelly doughnut!

Corn Dog shoots him a disgruntled look.

TOMMY(CONT’D)
You gotta be shittin’ me!
You eat it, they pay for it!

He grabs the doughnut and stuffs it in Corn Dog’s mouth.

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Give me 50!

CORN DOG
Cut the shit asshole!

TOMMY
You got one minute to
muster!

Tommy turns and exits back towards his room.

CORN DOG
You got problems…

LARRY
Seriously…

Larry grabs the keys and exits out of the house.

CUT TO:

EXT. FISHING CHARTER DOCK – LATER
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The guys pull into the parking lot and we SEE a sign
REGGIE’S FISHING CHARTER.

They scramble out of the car.

LARRY
Five minutes to spare…

TOMMY
I could’ve used the five minutes.

They walk up to the CHARTER SHACK and a middle aged woman
is behind the plexi-glass window.  She slides open the
window.

CHARTER WOMAN
Good morning, you must be the…

She looks at the sheet.

CHARTER WOMAN (CONT’D)
8 a.m. charter.

LARRY
That’s us.

CHARTER WOMAN
Looks like you’re all set.

LARRY
Great is that our boat.

We SEE a beautiful new looking Charter boat.

CHARTER WOMAN
Nope, actually that’s your
boat right over there.

She points to the BLUE DOLPHIN.

They look at each other like ‘hell no.’
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LARRY
Ah ma’am, I think there
might be some mistake.
The brochure said private
fishing charter.

CHARTER WOMAN
Right.  That’s a private
boat.

LARRY
But, that’s a pretty large
boat and there’s a lot of
people getting on it.  We
thought it would just be us,
the Captain, and maybe a first
mate…

CHARTER WOMAN
Oh, that’s our other boat, that
costs a little more to charter.

LARRY
How much more?

CHARTER WOMAN
Two Hundred a piece.

Larry looks around at the guys, and they shake their heads.

LARRY
Fine, I guess it’s the Blue
Dolphin then.  Can we at least
get our own section of the boat.

CHARTER WOMAN
Sorry, it’s first come first
serve and she’s filling up quickly.
The crew will provide you with
your rods and bait. But you can
purchase additional bait if you
like.  I’d get a move on it honey!

They take off running for the ramp passing several people.

They nearly trample over a young couple with their kids.
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They jump aboard the vessel and CHARLIE picks a spot near
in the middle section of the boat, near the galley.

A pelican flies over them and lands on the railing next to
Charlie.

Tommy moves in and swats the PELICAN away.  The Pelican
flies off and exits out of sight.

LARRY
This isn’t so bad…

TOMMY
Not if you’re a sardine…

A SHORT REDHEADED CHUBBY KID with his family takes a spot
right next to Tommy, and keeps bumping up against him.

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Don’t touch, kid.

The horn sounds and the crew members toss the ropes as the
boat begins to pull away from the dock.

LARRY
This is gonna be a blast…

The boat turns about’ and starts to head out to sea.

SERIES OF SHOTS

The crew members pass out the Rods and Bait.
The boat passes by a couple docks
The boat passes through a small channel.
The boat heads out to sea.
Land is getting smaller.

The REDHEADED BOY is eating ice cream and part of it lands
on Tommy’s FOOT.

Tommy frowns at the kid.

TOMMY
(To Larry) I gotta go buy
some real bait, this ain’t
going to cut it.
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Tommy heads back to the stern of the boat where a Female
Crew member is selling bait.

Tommy smiles at her trying to put out the vibe and she
smiles back.

A large burley man suddenly appears behind her staring him
down.

Tommy takes the bait, hands her the money, then quickly
turns and exits.

Tommy returns to his area and nudges the kid out of his
way.  He notices Larry bent waist over and leaning over the
side of the boat.

TOMMY (CONT’D)
What’s his problem?

CHARLIE
He got sea sick after we
lost sight of land.

TOMMY
You got to be shitting me.

Larry starts regurgitating overboard.

CHARLIE
We need to get him inside.

CORN DOG
I’ll save your place.

Corn Dog shoots the little red headed chubby boy a look and
the kid shoots her a look back.

Tommy and Charlie grab him and bring him into the GALLEY
and sit him down at a booth.

INT. GALLEY – SAME

TOMMY
You’re gonna be ok, just
stay here and relax.
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LARRY
You guys go have fun, I’ll
be fine.

TOMMY
Don’t you worry pal, I’ll
catch you plenty of fish.

Tommy winks and they exit the Galley.

The boat comes to its first stop and the Captain, a fifty-
something thin but strong African American man, his face
and grey beard is weathered from years at sea.  He’s
wearing a captain’s cap as he comes over the loud speaker.

CAPTAIN
Folks, thanks for coming aboard
with us today, we’ve got some
of the best fishing spots.
Just a couple of reminders
please remember to reel in
you’re lines when asked and
keep them up until we arrive
to the next spot. Also, I’d
like to remind you that the
galley is open for refreshments.
Good luck and good fishing!

CORN DOG
Here we go!

Corn Dog flips her line into the murky green water and
watches the BAIT float out of sight.

TOMMY
Jesus, you call that a
cast?

Tommy cocks his rod.

CORN DOG
They said you can’t cast
that way, you have to drop
your line straight down.
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TOMMY
Who the hell ever heard of
that? Just stand back and
watch the pro.  Heads up!

Tommy reaches back and slings his line out over the water,
but the BAIT goes flying off the hook and sails through the
air and hits the LARGE BURLY MAN on the side of the cheek.

The LARGE BURLY MAN looks around looking for the dumbass
that hit him.

Tommy squeezes in between Corn Dog and the CHUBBY REDHEADED
KID and just stares down at the water as the guy searches.

TOMMY
Stop staring at me kid…

CHARLIE
Nice shot…

Charlie shakes is head.

TOMMY
Is he looking?

CHARLIE
Yeah, he’s looking alright,
and he don’t look too happy.

The pretty BAIT LADY wipes the bait from the man’s cheek.

Tommy just stares down at the water.

CAPTAIN (O.S.)
Folks, just a kindly reminder
to be sure to simply drop you
lines in the water.  We don’t
want anyone losing an eye.

TOMMY
This sucks….

Suddenly, Charlie’s line starts to move and his rod begins
to bend.
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CHARLIE
I think I got something…

Charlie starts to reel in his line.

CHARLIE (CONT’D)
Damn this thing is heavy…

TOMMY
Probably a piece of kelp.

Charlie struggles to reel in the line.

CHARLIE
I might need some help.

Suddenly Larry appears.

LARRY
You guys got something?

CORN DOG
Charlie’s hooked onto something.

TOMMY
Yeah probably a boot.  I’m
gonna try my luck on the other
side… Get some elbow room.

He shoots the REDHEADED KID A LOOK.

Charlie glances at Tommy as he exists.

He pulls back on the rod and suddenly the FISH leaps out of
the water.

LARRY
Wooo!  Fish on!

CORN DOG
Holy shit, it’s a
Dorado!

She jumps up and down with excitement.
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LARRY
Where’s Tommy? He’s missing
it!

Charlie reels and reels and finally pulls the fish into the
boat.

Everyone around him applauds and the Captain comes down to
check out all the commotion.

Charlie holds up the DORADO and shows off it beautiful
colors.

CAPTAIN
You gotta knack for this kid.
That’s the first Dorado ever
caught on this boat.  You just
won yourself a free private
charter for you and your three
friends.

LARRY
Wooooo!

Larry rubs Charlie’s head messing up his hair.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. EVENING – RESTAURANT

Several patrons are waiting in line outside the RESTAURANT.

CUT TO:

INT. EVENING – RESTAURANT

Charlie is seated across from Stephanie at the dinner
table.

STEPHANIE
Why do you keep staring?
It’s impolite you know.

CHARLIE
Sorry you’re just incredibly
mesmerizing.
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STEPHANIE
Don’t you know girls like
guys that play hard to get.

CHARLIE
Do they?  Well, I guess I
can’t hang around here then.
I’ll see you later…

Charlie goes to get up.

STEPHANIE
(Stephanie smiles) Sit down…

Charlie sits back down.

STEPHANIE (CONT’D)
So what did your cowboy friend
mean that you were already in
trouble?  You’re not married
are you?

CHARLIE
Married?  No…

BEAT

CHARLIE (CONT’D)
I’m engaged, sort of…

STEPHANIE
What?

CHARLIE
Wait, let me explain…

Stephanie shoots him a curious look.

CHARLIE (CONT’D)
I mean, it’s pretty much
over…

STEPHANIE
Pretty much…?
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CHARLIE
Pretty much…

Stephanie takes a sip of her water.

Charlie looks away.

STEPHANIE
Ok, next subject. So why
Ocean Isle?

CHARLIE
Ah, we do this every summer.
We pick some hot spot,
usually someplace near a
beach and just do the guy
thing.

STEPHANIE
Ah, the guy thing. Is this
part of the guy thing?

CHARLIE
Are you kidding me?  Do
you know how much shit I
took for going out on a
date during our guy
trip, with some girl I just
met? You should consider
yourself very special.

STEPHANIE
You’ve never done that before?

CHARLIE
During a guy trip?  Never.
In fact I never felt the
inkling.

STEPHANIE
Whatever…

CHARLIE
I’m serious, it goes against
all the guy rules.
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STEPHANIE
So what exactly are you giving
up to be with me?

CHARLIE
Quite a bit actually, having
a blast drinking beer with a
bunch of other drunk guys
trying to get laid.

SMASHCUT:

INT. DANCE CLUB - SAME

Tommy, Corn Dog, and Larry enter a CLUB and they play
“DYNOMITE” by Taio Cruz.

They make their way straight to the dance floor and start
freaking out on the crowded dance floor and immediately get
surrounded by a bunch of women.

CUT TO:

INT. RESTAURANT - SAME

STEPHANIE
Really, sounds like fun…

CHARLIE
Not really… Right now, they’re
probably…

SMASHCUT:

INT. DANCE CLUB – SAME

Tommy is dancing in the middle of a bunch of girls while
Larry and Corn Dog are seated at a table all by themselves.

CORN DOG
This sucks…

LARRY
No shit…

Tommy shoots them a wink.
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CUT TO:

INT. RESTAURANT – SAME

Stephanie laughs.

Charlie laughs too.

CHARLIE
Pretty much…

Suddenly, Charlie’s phone rings and it’s Roxanne.

STEPHANIE
Do you need to get that?

Charlie glances down at his phone.

CHARLIE
No it’s ok…

STEPHANIE
No, go ahead.  It might be
one of your friends in need
of being rescued.

Charlie smiles.

CHARLIE
Yeah right, good point.
I’ll be right back.

Charlie leaves the table and walks in the lobby still
within view of Stephanie.

INT. LOBBY – SAME

CHARLIE (CONT’D)
Hello?

ROXANNE (O.S.)
Took you long enough to
answer. What are you guys
doing there?
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CHARLIE
We’re just having dinner. I’m
surprised you called.  I got
your note.

BEAT.

ROXANNE (O.S.)
I’m sorry, but there’s so
much we need to talk about.

Charlie listens and glances over towards Stephanie.

Just then a good looking guy approaches her and whispers
something to her.

Stephanie laughs and shakes her head.  The GUY says
something else and they start chatting.

ROXANNE (O.S.)
Hello?

CHARLIE
Yeah, hey.  I’m sorry, we’re
just a little busy eating.

CUT TO:

INT. ROXANNE AND CHARLIE’S HOUSE - SAME

ROXANNE
Well I’m a little busy too.

We pull back and her boss, an older Caucasian in his mid-
fifties is banging her from behind.

ROXANNE (CONT’D)
We really need to talk
Charlie…

CHARLIE (O.S.)
We will, once I get back.
I promise.
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ROXANNE
Ok good, now go back to
having fun. Not too much
fun.

She laughs a freaky laugh.

CHARLIE (O.S.)
Ok, you too.

She hangs up and her boss really starts to slam her.

ROXANNE
Ah, Ah… Yes, yes! Do me!
Yes!

CUT TO:

INT. RESTAURANT – SAME

Charlie starts back towards the table and the guy notices
him approaching and cuts his conversation short.  He
quickly exits before Charlie gets to the table.

STEPHANIE
Everything ok?

CHARLIE
Yeah, the guys just miss
me…

STEPHANIE
Right…

CHARLIE
Who was that guy?

STEPHANIE
What guy?

CHARLIE
The guy that practically had
his tongue in your ear.
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STEPHANIE
Ah, it wasn’t exactly like
that.  He’s just an old friend
I haven’t seen in a while.

CHARLIE
Ah…

Charlie nods and there’s a moment of awkward silence.

STEPHANIE
What do you say we take a walk?

Charlie looks up from the table.

CHARLIE
Yeah, sure…

Charlie drops a few bills on the table and they exit.

CUT TO:

EXT. BEACH – MOMENTS LATER – NIGHT

Charlie and Stephanie walk along the beach in the
moonlight, until the come upon a piece of drift wood.

CHARLIE
Must be nice to live near
the beach…

STEPHANIE
Yeah, it is actually.  But
you still have to work.

CHARLIE
Yeah right…

STEPHANIE
What do you do by the way?

CHARLIE
I manage our sales analytics
team.
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STEPHANIE
You’re not one of those
analytical types are you?

CHARLIE
Not exactly, I hate it.

Charlie takes a sip of water.

CHARLIE (CONT’D)
How old are you by the way?
For someone that looks so
young, you seem very wise.

Stephanie laughs.

STEPHANIE
I’m Twenty Six…

Charlie
God you’re just a baby…
So is hosting your dream
job?

Stephanie laughs.

STEPHANIE
Actually, I do love it.
But, my dream job is to
Have a family and raise kids.

They both stop in their tracks and She turns and looks at
him.

STEPHANIE (CONT’D)
I think it’s the most important
job in the world.

Charlie stares into her eyes and takes a BEAT.  He’s just
fell in love.

STEPHANIE (CONT’D)
So, how old are you?

CHARLIE
I’m sorry, what?
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She laughs.

STEPHANIE
Your age?

Charlie
Oh I’m… twenty-six too…

The laugh.

Charlie
No, I’m thirty-one, but
I’m a late bloomer.

BEAT.

Charlie
Roxanne doesn’t want kids.
She thinks they’ll interfere
with her career.

STEPHANIE
Gosh, it’s really getting late.

CHARLIE
Oh God, I’m sorry I don’t know
why I brought her up or why I
said that…  I didn’t… I’m really
sorry…

STEPHANIE
I’m only kidding, but I do
need to get home and you need
to get back to your friends.
I’ve kept you away from them
long enough.

CHARLIE
I’d rather stay with you…

She shoots him a look and leans in and gives him a small
kiss.

STEPHANIE
I gotta go…

She turns and exits.
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CHARLIE
Can we do this again?

STEPHANIE
It’s up to you, oh and your
fiancée of course… The clock’s
ticking…

She walks off into the moonlit dunes as he stands and
watches her exit.

Then suddenly he takes off running.

CUT TO:

INT. DANCE CLUB – LATER

Charlie appears at the entrance of the door and looks
around for his buddies.

The DANCE FLOOR is packed with people dancing.

He spots Corn Dog and Larry who are seated at a table a few
feet away and approaches them.

CHARLIE
Hey!

Larry’s drunk.

LARRY
Hey Char-LAY!

Charlie takes a seat next to Larry.

LARRY (CONT’D)
So how’d it go my main
man?

CHARLIE
Not bad, she’s a lot
of fun… She’s bright,
articulate…
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LARRY
Ought oh, I know that look.

CHARLIE
What…?

LARRY
I still can’t believe you
went with her. I hope Roxanne
doesn’t find out.

CHARLIE
How would she find out?

LARRY
Good point.

Larry quickly looks away.

Charlie peers out over the dance floor.

CHARLIE
Holy shit, is that Tommy
surrounded by all those
chicks?

CORN DOG
Whose else would be swinging
a cowboy hat around like an
asshole.

Charlie laughs.

CHARLIE
Well, if I were you two, I
might consider buying one
right about now.

Corn Dog chugs her beer and stands up.

CORN DOG
Time to crash his little
party.

Corn Dog leaves the table and approaches the crowd.
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Charlie and Larry shoot each other a look.

CHARLIE
Let’s do it…

They get up and depart from the table and jump in the
middle of the crowd of dancers.

The guys dance it up and laugh at each other when
suddenly….

Stephanie appears with the GUY from the restaurant at the
entrance of the club.

Charlie is dancing between a couple of girls when he looks
up and notices her walking to a table with the guy.

Charlie peers back and forth and watching her actions.  She
and the guy take a seat not far from their table.

Tommy notices Charlie’s attention drift and then sees
Stephanie sitting with the guy.

TOMMY
Oh shit…

Charlie keeps dancing, and Stephanie notices him dancing
real tightly with a couple of girls.

Charlie quickly looses interest as he keeps looking up at
Stephanie smiling and chatting with the guy.

CHARLIE
(To Tommy)  I’m outta here…

Tommy quickly looses interest and follows his friend.

Charlie approaches Stephanie and the guy.

CHARLIE
Can we talk?

She glances at the GUY she’s with.

STEPHANIE
I’ll be back…
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The guy goes to stand up and Tommy stands in his way.

Stephanie and Charlie exit the club.

EXT. DANCE CLUB – PARKING LOT – SAME

CHARLIE
Had to get home huh?

STEPHANIE
Listen, I’m sorry.  Like
I said he’s an old friend.

CHARLIE
Maybe I did scare you…

STEPHANIE
You didn’t scare me…
Why am I being questioned
anyway? You’re the one that’s
engaged.

CHARLIE
At least I was honest…

STEPHANIE
You know what? Forget it…
We never should’ve gone out
anyway.  Have a nice night…

CHARLIE
Wait a minute…

She turns and faces him.

STEPHANIE
This isn’t supposed to be
complicated…

CHARLIE
It already is…

STEPHANIE
No, it is…

Charlie quickly leans in and kisses her a long kiss and she
returns it, but then she stops abruptly.
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She shoots him a look and then turns and exits.

Charlie stands alone watching her as she walks away.

Charlie lowers his head.

INT. DANCE CLUB – SAME

She approaches her table.

STEPHANIE (CONT’D)
Your friend’s waiting for you…

Tommy shoots the GUY a look and then turns and exits.

DISSOLVE TO:

KITCHEN – DAY THREE – NEXT DAY - SATURDAY – EARLY MORNING –
DAY

CAPTION:

SATURDAY – DAY THREE

Corn Dog is passed out on the couch sleeping and Tommy is
in the other room snoring.

Charlie and Larry are at the table eating breakfast.

LARRY
Sorry, about last night.

CHARLIE
Yeah…

LARRY
I know it’s tough to stay on
the right path.  I’ve been
married ten years now.

Charlie shoots him a look.
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LARRY (CONT’D)
The job, the wife, the kids,
it all gets a little overwhelming
at times.  You’re smart though,
you got a great job and a great
girl who obviously loves you or
she would’ve tried talking you
out of going, but probably figured
you needed time with guys before
the big date. Besides she’s a
wildcat, it’s amazing how quickly
she’s grown with the company isn’t
it? She’s the youngest VP, hell
she’ll probably be CEO one day.

Charlie ponders Larry’s comments.

SMASHCUT:

CEO OFFICE

The CEO has his hands behind his head with a big smile on
his face and as we pull back we SEE ROXANNE performing oral
sex on him.

CUT TO:

INT. KITCHEN - SAME

LARRY (CONT’D)
When is the big day anyway?

CHARLIE
We haven’t set one.

LARRY
Really?

CHARLIE
I don’t know, there’s gotta be
something better out there.
Something more exciting than
working in a dismal office all
day.
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LARRY
There’s a lot of guys who
wish they could be collecting
your dismal paycheck.  Look
at Corn Dog for Christ’s sake,
she’s a great… guy or girl… but
Jesus’ look at her.  She never has
any money because she keeps holding
on to a pipe dream of making it
to the Major Leagues, she only gets
paid about a buck and a quarter
and can’t get beyond Single A ball
for God’s sake.  You ought to
know that better than anyone,
you’re always bailing her out.
You’ll be retired in thirty
years, living it up on some
beach while that poor ass dreamer
is bagging groceries when she’s
ninety.

CHARLIE
Believe me I know, I hear
you. But money isn’t everything
Larry.  Besides, I want to
skip all that, I don’t want to
wait thirty years before I retire.
I want to do something I really
love, something that feels as if
I’m retired now.

Larry laughs.

LARRY
Wake up Alice, this ain’t
Wonderland.

Larry continues to laugh.

LARRY (CONT’D)
It’s just not very realistic
Charlie. (BEAT) Listen I know
it’s still hard for you, losing
your dad and all.  But, he
wouldn’t want you to give it all
up for some ridiculous escapade.
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Charlie
Man I’m freaking thirty-two
years old and have absolutely
no career goals left in me.
I feel like I am just
running out the clock.

LARRY
Welfare is not a retirement
plan Charlie

CHARLIE
Thanks for the pep talk.

Charlie stands up and walks off.

LARRY
Where you going…?

Charlie turns.

CHARLIE
Crow’s Nest.

Charlie exits and Larry shakes his head.

LARRY
(To himself) Dream a little
dream for me…

CUT TO:

EXT. BEACH - LATER

Charlie, Tommy, and Corn Dog are sunbathing on the beach.

Just a few feet away from them are four hot girls
sunbathing in bikinis.

Corn Dog is lying on his stomach as a SEAGULL starts to
peck at his ASS.

He swats it away without paying it much attention to it.

Larry quickly appears running up from the surf all soak and
wet.
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LARRY
You guys are missing it,
the waves are awesome.

Corn Dog swats the seagull away still pecking at her ass
and sits up and looks at Larry.

CORN DOG (CONT’D)
Man, you’re getting burnt.

LARRY
Having too much fun…

CORN DOG
We’ll see in the morning.

Charlie moans in agony.

LARRY
What’s wrong with him?

TOMMY
He’s been doing it all morning.
(To Charlie) Dude, you’re better
off without her.  Just because
she’s the hottest thing on earth…
Who needs that kind of misery…

Charlie moans again.

A FOOTBALL lands near them, and a college GUY approaches
them.

FOOTBALL PLAYER 1
Y’all wanna play some ball?

Tommy glances over at the hot chicks sitting nearby who are
watching them to see if they accept the challenge.

TOMMY
Oh hell yeah…

CUT TO:

EXT. BEACH – SAME
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Tommy and the guys are stretching as their opponents line
up opposite of them.

FOOTBALL PLAYER 1
What the hell are they
doing?

FOOTBALL PLAYER 1 shakes his head.

Larry does a few jumping jacks and then stretches his back.

TOMMY
You ready?

LARRY
Yeah…

Tommy shakes his head.

Charlie and the guys take their positions and line up
against four other guys.

FOOTBALL Player 1
You want to play tackle
or tickle?

Football Player 2 laughs.

TOMMY
Doesn’t matter to us…

LARRY
Actually, we have to be
back at work on Monday…

FOOTBALL PLAYER 1
Fine, we’ll play touch…
(To Football Player 2) Wusses…

Football Player 2 smirks.

Charlie takes notice that FOOTBALL PLAYER 2 is the guy that
was with Stephanie at the dance club the night before.

They line up opposite each other.
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FOOTBALL PLAYER 1
Down, set, hike!

Football Player 1 drops back and tosses a pass to Football
Player 2.  Football Player two bumps Charlie hard and then
flies behind him and catches the ball.  He out runs Charlie
in for an easy touchdown.

FOOTBALL PLAYER 1
Suckers walk!

Charlie and the guys walk to the other side of the field.

Tommy gets upset with Charlie.

TOMMY
You got to stay on him
man!

CHARLIE
He bumped me…

Tommy shoots him a disgruntled look.

The guys line up.

Corn Dog leans over the ball.

TOMMY
Down, set, hike!

Corn Dog hikes the ball to Tommy.

Tommy trips over his own feet and fumbles the ball.

TOMMY
Ahhh!

Football Player 1 picks it up and runs it in for a
touchdown.

Charlie and the guys run over to Tommy.

CHARLIE
You alright?
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TOMMY
Yeah, I twisted my frickin’
ankle…

The guys look down at him.

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Sorry fellas, I think
I need sit the rest of
this one out and get
some ice on it…  Get me
as close to the girls as
you can will ya?

Corn Dog shakes her head.

CORN DOG
We ought to just leave him
here…

TOMMY
Screw you...  It’s an old
high school football injury…

CORN DOG
Oh you played high school
football?  I couldn’t remember
the way you tripped over your
own feet back there.

TOMMY
Just help me up douche bag…

Charlie and Corn Dog help him up and walk him over to their
beach towels.

The girls watch as sit him down.  Tommy grabs a beer and
props his ankle in the ice cooler.

FOOTBALL PLAYER 1
You guys still playing?
You ain’t quitting on us
are you?  Come on, next
point wins!

Charlie shoot them a look then looks at Corn Dog and Larry
in the eye.
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CORN DOG
Let’s go.

Charlie, Corn Dog and Larry huddle up.

CHARLIE
Ok, they want to play
play rough.  Corn Dog you
hike me the ball, and
then block. Larry, you
line up next to me and
be ready for the ball.
Ready, break.

SLOW MOTION – NO SOUND - SAME

The guys get into position.  Charlie mouths DOWN, SET,
HIKE.  Corn Dog hikes the ball to Charlie and immediately
pushes two of the guys back.  Charlie follows her and runs
around them.

FOOTBALL PLAYER 1 goes after Charlie and Charlie flips the
ball to Larry.

Larry bobbles the ball and struggles to gain control over
it as he’s running but finally does and tucks it and runs
the ball in for a touchdown.

The girls cheers on the side.

Tommy is seated with his foot in the beer cooler.

TOMMY
That’s my boys!

Charlie, Corn Dog and Larry jump up and celebrate in the
end zone.

FOOTBALL PLAYER 1 approaches Charlie.

FOOTBALL PLAYER 1
Good game…

Charlie nods.

Charlie and the guys approach TOMMY.
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TOMMY
Nice job, boys!

CHARLIE
How’s the ankle?

TOMMY
Feels a little better…

Suddenly, STEPHANIE appears on the beach with a friend
looking absolutely stunning in her bikini and distracts
Tommy from the conversation.

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Hello mamma…

Charlie and the guys turn and see Stephanie.

Stephanie looks like Pocahontas in her bikini and turning
more heads than a can opener.

CHARLIE
I’m outta here…

TOMMY
Dude you need to buck
up and go talk to her.

CHARLIE
I’ll be at the crow’s nest.

Charlie exits.

Tommy shakes his head.

CUT TO:

EXT. BEACHSIDE – SIDEWALK - LATER

Charlie walks down the beach and approaches the docks.  He
sees the CHARTER BOATS and watches them load up.

The Charter Boat Captain suddenly appears behind him.

CAPTAIN
She’s calling you...
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CHARLIE
Excuse me?

CAPTAIN
Aren’t you that young
fella that caught that
Dorado the other day on
my boat.

CHARLIE
Not so young, but yeah.

CAPTAIN
We’re as young as we feel
son.

Charlie nods in agreement.

CHARLIE
Can I ask you something?

The Captain shoots him a curious look.

CHARLIE (CONT’D)
Are you happy?

CAPTAIN
Do I look happy?

CHARLIE
Yeah.  You look happy.

CAPTAIN
Well, I live the life
I love.  The sea is in
my blood.

Charlie nods.

CHARLIE
I can see that…

CAPTAIN (CONT’D)
Are you?

Charlie looks out over the docks.
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CHARLIE
Honestly?  Not really…

CAPTAIN
You gotta do what makes
you happy son. You only get
one shot at it.

Charlie nods and looks out to sea.

CHARLIE
Thanks.

Charlie turns and starts to walk away.

CAPTAIN
Say, if you ever decide to
give the seafaring life a go,
I could always use a good
deck-hand.

Charlie turns and smiles.

CHARLIE
Thanks again…

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. BAR – LATER - NIGHT

The guys cross the street are walking up to a BAR.  A group
of beautiful looking girls pass them and head towards the
same bar.

TOMMY
Right behind ya, ladies.

A couple turn, giggle, and smile.

CORN DOG
You have such a way
with women.
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TOMMY
How many women have you
brought home in your life
honey?

CORN DOG
More than you ever wished…

TOMMY
Ah huh…

INT. BAR – SAME

They enter the bar and it’s slammed.

Tommy heads straight for the dance floor and starts dancing
with a couple of chicks.

Charlie, Corn Dog, and Larry take a seat at an open table.

A waitress approaches them and takes their order.

WAITRESS
Hi guys, what can I
get you?

Charlie
Four beers.

Larry
Actually, I’ll take a
Gin and tonic.

CORN BREAD
Yeah, and I’ll have a
whiskey actually…

WAITRESS
Be right back.

Tommy is dancing up a storm with the girls.

CORN DOG
Look at him out there,
he has no shame…
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LARRY
No kidding.  I admire that…

CORN DOG
The dude is married, what’s
to admire, he thinks with
his dick…

LARRY
Are we on the subject of
dicks again?  You’re really
starting to scare me… Really.

CORN DOG
Certainly not your tiny dick…

Larry shoots her a disgruntled look.

The entire bar is hopping.  People are dancing, chatting,
people watching.  The bar is full of hot looking women.

CORN DOG
Man, I was a little worried
when we first got here,
but this place is a major meat
market on the weekends, huh?

LARRY
Meat huh?

CORN DOG
Man, I’m getting really tired
of your stupid gay jokes.
They don’t even make sense…

Tommy appears with the girls he was just dancing with.

TOMMY
Fellas, fellas, stop
you’re bitching and have
some fun for once.  This is
Katie and this is Sarah and
They just informed me that
they’re throwing a Labor Day
party tomorrow night.  Right
ladies?
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Katie and Sarah twenty-something party goers nod
simultaneously.

The waitress brings a round of shots.

The guys and girls throw back the shots.

TOMMY

Wooo!  Let’s party!

SERIES OF SHOTS

They all head to the dance floor.
They dance among the huge crowd.
The DJ is pumping the music out.
The bartenders are pushing drinks to patrons.
The dance floor is jumping.

Suddenly, Stephanie and her girlfriend appear making their
way through the crowded bar.

Tommy notices her and looks over to Charlie.

TOMMY
Hey!

Charlie looks up at Tommy.

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Here’s your chance!

Tommy gestures in Stephanie’s direction as she approaches
the dance floor.

Charlie’s heart starts pounding like a maniac, but he does
his best to keep his cool and steps in front of her as she
approaches.

CHARLIE
Gosh, this is a really small
town.

She stops abruptly shocked at first and then smiles.
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CHARLIE (CONT’D)
I want to apologize. I’m
sorry for how I acted. Like
you owed me something.

STEPHANIE
No it was me too, I think we
both just got caught up in
something that neither of us
was expecting.

CHARLIE
Yeah, not at all…

She looks down at the floor, and then looks back up at him.

STEPHANIE
So what do we do now?

CHARLIE
Let’s just have some fun.

She smiles and they move into the crowd and dance.

CUT TO:

EXT. OCEAN ISLE, NC – PIER – DAY FOUR

CAPTION – SUNDAY – DAY FOUR

The sun rises over the ocean in the early dawn.

Charlie is leaning over the railing of the PIER.  Watching
the SUN rise, and looking at a PICTURE of him and Roxanne,
while a woman tosses a tennis ball as her dog retrieves it
to the side of the pier.

He looks out at the SUN rising over the ocean taking it all
in with an awful feeling in the pit of his stomach knowing
they leave the next day as in the distance he sees a
CHARTER BOAT bobbing peacefully in the tide.

He stares at the PICTURE contemplating his life with
Roxanne.  He covers up Roxanne trying to imagine life
without her then uncovers her, then suddenly feels his
phone vibrate.
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He pulls it out of his pocket and looks at a text message
with a picture attached of her BREASTS.

It’s from Roxanne.

ROXANNE
(Text message)  Hey Mr.
CEO, I’ve got a garden
that’ll make your steaming
hot sausage grow.  Come on
over for some romance, and
I’ll make something pop
right out of your pants.

Charlie stares in disbelief at the message and then looks
out over the ocean.

CHARLIE
What the…

Charlie stares at the text still in disbelief and then
calls her number.

ROXANNE (V.O.)
Hello?

CHARLIE
Hey, I just got the text…

ROXANNE
What text?

CHARLIE
THE text…

Roxanne is silent and there’s an awkward silence.

CHARLIE
Funny, and all this time
I was the guilty one.

ROXANNE
Charlie I…

Charlie disconnects the phone and we HEAR the dial tone.

CHARLIE
(To himself) Unbelievable…
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He takes one last look at the picture and tosses it over
the side of the PIER.

The PICTURE softly floats down until it reaches the water
where it lays floating on the tide.

He’s suddenly startled by Tommy’s voice at the other end of
the Pier.

TOMMY (O.S.)
Hey amigo, let’s hit it!

A WAVE drops in on the PICTURE as it vanishes into the sea.

CUT TO:

EXT. CAR - LATER

The guys cruising in the car along the beachside.

Charlie is at the wheel.

CORN DOG
Anybody else as depressed
as I am about leaving
tomorrow?

LARRY
No, the rest of us have lives…

TOMMY
Yeah seriously, you need to
get motivated babe. Fifteen
years in the same league in
the minors?  Might be time
to hang up the spikes…

Corn Dog shoot him a disgruntled look.

Charlie is silent.

And looks out at the view of the ocean as he drives.
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TOMMY
Ok, ok. what do you say to a
Dollar a hole? Everybody ok
with that?

CORN DOG
Dude, you know I don’t have
any money, I’m a minor league
ball player.

LARRY
What are you talking about?
you’re not a ball player,
you’re a circus act…

CORN DOG
You guys are just jealous,
you never got a shot at
going pro…

LARRY
Whatever… Who goes on vacation
and doesn’t have any money?

Tommy shoots Charlie a look and shakes his head.

TOMMY
Yeah no shit, shut up, you’re
in for a buck a hole.

Charlie breaks his silence.

CHARLIE
I’ll spot her.

LARRY
You’re always bailing her out,
she’s never going to learn.

CORN DOG
Who are you, my dad?

LARRY
No, if I were your dad, I’d
have kicked your ass a long
time ago.
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CORN DOG
Whatever pip squeak…

Corn Dog fakes a punch and Larry flinches.

CHARLIE
Guys, guys!  It’s our last
day, enjoy it a little.

CORN DOG
Yeah, chill out, I’m good
for it.

Corn Dog shoots Larry a look and punches him in the arm.

Larry glares at him.

LARRY
Don’t…

CUT TO:

EXT. GOLF COURSE – LATER

The SUN rises over the 18th GREEN of the golf course.

CUT TO:

EXT. GOLF COURSE – TEE BOX - LATER

Corn Dog hits his drive and the ball slices into the trees
as the others look on.

TOMMY
Fore!

LARRY
That’ll be one dollar.

CORN DOG
Screw you!

Charlie and Tommy laugh and jump in the cart.
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TOMMY
How’s work going?

CHARLIE
I’d rather not think about
it…

TOMMY
That good?

Charlie shoots him a look.

CHARLIE
I’m tired of crunching numbers
all day, man.  I want more,
something exciting.

TOMMY
Work isn’t supposed to be
exciting, that’s why it’s
called work.

CHARLIE
Easy for you to say, you work at
a gym where you stare at women
all day.  I stare at a computer
all day.

Charlie punches the GAS PEDDLE.

TOMMY
You think it’s easy working
with those chicks, they can
be pretty demanding.

CHARLIE
Want to trade?

TOMMY
What and give up hot sweaty
women leaning on me all day…?

Charlie slams on the brakes and Tommy nearly goes flying
out of the cart.
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TOMMY (CONT’D)
Hey, don’t take your misery
out on me.

Tommy gives him a serious look.

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Listen man, there’s only
one person that can
change your life.

CHARLIE
Yeah, whose that?

TOMMY
You…

Tommy exits leaving Charlie still seated in the cart
thinking about what he just said.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. OCEAN – LATER

Corn Dog body surfs a wave and drops like a rock getting
pounded by the surf.

CUT TO:

EXT. BEACH - SAME

Charlie, Tommy, and Larry are seated around an umbrella
watching and divvying up the bets from the course.

CHARLIE
Wooo!  Atta baby Corn Dog!

LARRY
Ok, Charlie you get ten,
minus Corn Dog’s Eighteen puts
you… eight in the hole.

CHARLIE
Great, what if she gets eaten
by a shark, do I still have
to pay?
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CUT TO:

EXT. OCEAN - SAME

Corn Dog catches another wave.

CORN DOG
Wooo!

CUT TO:

EXT. BEACH – SAME
LARRY

Afraid so, pay up…

Charlie starts pulls out a few bucks and hands it to Larry.

LARRY (CONT’D)
Tommy you won 5 skins, so
here’s your five bucks.  And I
won 3 so I get to keep the rest.

CHARLIE
Big spender.

LARRY
Hey, you could’ve had ten big
ones, if it weren’t for the
big Kahuna out there.

CUT TO:

EXT. OCEAN – SAME

Corn Dog gets pounded by the surf as she body surfs.

CUT TO:

EXT. BEACH – SAME

Katie and Sarah appear walking the beach in bikinis
approach Charlie, Tommy, and Larry.

Corn Dog suddenly appears looking like a drowned rat
clumsily running into them.
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TOMMY
Heads up…

GIRLS
Ahhh…

CORN DOG
Oh sorry, my fault…

The girls giggle and walk on as the guys stare.

TOMMY
Nice.

Corn Dog frowns.

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Ladies, we still on for
tonight?

One of the girls turns and blows them a kiss.

Tommy winks.

TOMMY (CONT’D)
See you there.

Girl 1 smiles and the other 2 bump her, joking with her.

LARRY
What are you doing? You’re
married.

TOMMY
No harm in having a little
fun.

LARRY
Is that what you call it?

TOMMY
Lighten up bro, it’s our last
day on the beach…

Tommy gets up and follows after the girls.
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CORN DOG
There goes Mr. Horn dog…

LARRY
Lucky him…

CORN DOG
You impress way too easily.

Charlie laughs as he lays back and catches some rays.

Tommy catches up with the girls and strikes up a
conversation with them.

Larry shakes his head and lies down on his back looking up
to the SUN.

We GOTO WHITE.

CUT TO:

EXT. KATIE and SARAH’S BEACH BUNGALOW – LATER – NIGHT

Tommy appears wearing his cowboy hat with Charlie, Corn Dog
and Larry behind him at the door of Katie and Sarah’s beach
bungalow.

Tommy rings the doorbell and Katie answers and lets them
in.

The place is jamming with music and full of mostly college
kids.

The guys walk through the living room past a few Jocks.

JOCK ONE
Check out this Kenny
Chesney looking mother
fucker.

Tommy hears the remark but just keeps walking.

TOMMY
I gotta take a piss.

Tommy quickly ducks into the bathroom and closes the door
behind him.
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JOCK TWO
Who brought the dyke?

Corn Bread, Charlie and Larry all hear the remark, and Corn
Dog’s eyes water up.  Larry sees she’s hurt by the remark
and suddenly stops in his tracks.

He turns and faces the big JOCKS.

LARRY
Excuse me, did you say
dyke?

JOCK TWO
Yeah, that’s what I said…

Larry chuckles.

LARRY
That’s what I thought you
said, but just wanted to be
sure before…

JOCK TWO
Before what wimp?

LARRY
Before this…

Larry suddenly does an amazing Karate move and Jock Two is
laying knocked out on his back.

Corn Dog and Charlie stare in shock while everyone looks
around in silence for a moment and then the music and party
continues.

They keep walking and quickly move through the house and
out onto the patio.

They look around and get an uneasy feeling, like they are
way out of place because of their age.

Tommy suddenly appears with a few drinks in his hands and
passes them out to the guys.

TOMMY
What’d I miss?
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CORN DOG
Not much, Larry just kicked
some Jock’s ass.  Where’s your
hat, Kenny?

TOMMY
Whatever…

Larry and Charlie laugh.

Tommy looks around checking out all the hot young chicks in
bikinis poolside.

TOMMY
Enie, minie, mynie, mo…

LARRY
Is it just me or do you
guys feel a little out of
place here?

TOMMY
Just you.  Loosen up, and
have a drink.

Tommy raises his glass.

TOMMY (CONT’D)
To us!

They all shoot their drinks back.  Larry shakes his head
due to the strength of the drink.

Tommy spots Katie and Sarah at the Tiki bar.

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Excuse me I have to make an
appearance.

Tommy exits in Katie and Sarah’s direction.

Charlie sees Stephanie she notices him as well.  He smiles
and she waves him over.
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CHARLIE
Later fellas.

Corn Dog and Larry are left standing by themselves looking
out of place.

LARRY
Nice night.

CORN DOG
Yeah…

She turns to him.

CORN DOG (CONT’D)
Thanks for what you did
for me back there.  I know
I act tough and all, especially
towards you.  I guess I never
knew you had it in you.

LARRY
Well, I guess I never knew
you had it in you either.

LARRY
Time to loosen up… I’m going
to schmooze a bit.

CORN DOG
Right, right… See ya…

Larry leaves Corn Dog standing there all alone.

CUT TO:

EXT. POOL-SIDE TABLES – SAME

Charlie approaches Stephanie whose talking with a few of
her girlfriends.

CHARLIE
Hey…

STEPHANIE
Hey…
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CHARLIE
I had a blast last night,
dancing I mean.

Stephanie smiles.

STEPHANIE
Me too…

CUT TO:

EXT. HOT TUB – SAME

Several girls surround the hot tub in their bikinis
chatting.  Corn Dog sees that there aren’t any guys around
them.

CORN DOG
Be bold, be bold…

Corn Dog suddenly appears in her bikini just standing in
front of them.

CORN DOG
Mind if I join you girls?

They shoot her a concerned look at first and then shrug and
make room for her and sits in the middle of them without
saying a word and they simply carry on with their
conversations.

CUT TO:

EXT. POOLSIDE - SAME

Larry is walking around slamming drinks.  From his POV
things are getting a little blurry, but he’s feeling good.

He eyes the pool and starts removing articles of his
clothing.  Soon he is nude and all eyes are set on him and
he runs and leaps spread eagle into the pool.

He leaps out and yells.

LARRY
Chicken fight!
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The populous takes a beat and then they all start stripping
and jumping into the water.

Several girls get on guys shoulders and the pool has a full
on chicken fight.

Tommy stacks Katie and Sarah on opposite shoulders as they
fight another couple.

CUT TO:
Charlie and Stephanie look on.

STEPHANIE
O’ my God.

CHARLIE
I don’t believe it…

They laugh.

CHARLIE (CONT’D)
You want to bust this
joint…?

She nods.

STEPHANIE
Yeah…

They exit off the deck of the pool and walk down towards
the moonlit beach.

CUT TO:

MOONLIT BEACH – SAME

Charlie and Stephanie walk along the shoreline holding
hands in the moonlight.

STEPHANIE (CONT’D)
You have some really crazy
friends.

CHARLIE
You don’t know the half
of it.
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Suddenly a PELICAN flies over head.

STEPHANIE
Oh my gosh a pelican!

CHARLIE
What’s the big deal?

STEPHANIE
They’re my favorite bird.
They say if a pelican flies
over you, you’ll find your
destiny.  They’re normally not
flying around this time of
night.

CHARLIE
Really…

She laughs.

STEPHANIE
I know it’s a crazy legend…

As Charlie thinks back we FLASHBACK to THE PELICAN FLYING
OVER THE BRIDGE as they arrived at OCEAN ISLE, and then to
THE PELICAN LANDING ON THE RAILING on the charter boat.

FLASH FORWARD

Charlie looks her in the eyes.

CHARLIE
Not so crazy…

They turn and hold each other’s stare and kiss…

CUT TO:

INT. HOT TUB – SAME

All the girls are now snuggled up to Corn Dog and laughing
as the jokes just roll off her tongue.  One of the girls is
messaging her shoulders.
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HOT TUB GIRL 1
You’re so cute…

HOT TUB GIRL 2
Yeah, she is…

HOT TUB GIRL 1
Don’t even think about it,
she’s mine.

HOT TUB GIRL 2
She’s mine…

HOT TUB GIRL 1
She’s mine!

CORN DOG
Ladies, ladies, there’s
plenty to go around.

They smile and relax.

INT. POOL – SAME

The chicken fight subsides and Tommy is talking with Katie
and Sarah.

TOMMY
Ladies what do you say
we take it inside.

They give him a look.

KATIE
You have to pass the
test first.

SARAH
That’s right.

TOMMY
OOOO, I like tests. What
kind of test?

They lean in real close and both reach down for his crotch
at the same time.
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Tommy’s eyes light up.

KATIE
Oh no… What do you
think Sarah?

SARAH
I don’t know something feels
a little shriveled…
I’m afraid I have to
give him a failing grade.

KATIE
That’s what I was afraid
of…

SARAH (CONT’D)
Sorry…

They both get up at the same time and exit the pool without
Tommy.

TOMMY
Hey, where are you going?
What do you mean failed?
Of course it’s shriveled,
I’m in the water!  It’ll
unshrivle!

The girls ignore him and keep walking.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. BEACH HOUSE – NEXT DAY – MORNING

Corn Dog is asleep in bed as two HOT TUB GIRLS she met at
the party last night quietly sneak out of his room and out
of the house.

Tommy is sprawled out on the couch with jelly running down
his cheek, and a half eaten jelly doughnut lying on his
chest.

Larry is lying on the floor face down butte naked with an
empty shot glass in his hand.
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INT. CHARLIE’S BEDROOM – SAME

Charlie is lying in bed with Stephanie snuggled up and
laying right beside him.

He slowly awakes and sees her.  She wakes up when she feels
him move and looking at her.

STEPHANIE
What are you staring at?

CHARLIE
You, I can’t get over how
beautiful you are.

STEPHANIE
Cut it out… I have to go.

She slides out of bed in the nude and gets dressed in front
of him, back facing him.

He watches her as she dresses.

STEPHANIE (CONT’D)
Stop staring…

CHARLIE
I can’t… I’m sorry.  I can’t
believe we have to leave today.

She turns and sighs.

STEPHANIE
Well… It was good while it
lasted.

CHARLIE
Was it?

STEPHANIE
Yes, it was…

She pulls out a slip of paper from her purse and writes her
number and hands him the slip of paper.
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STEPHANIE (CONT’D)
Here’s my number.
Don’t forget me…

He takes the slip of paper and she kisses him then turns to
exit.

STEPHANIE
See ya…

CHARLIE
See ya…

She winks and exits.

She steps over Larry sprawled out on the floor and tip toes
towards the front door.

Charlie lies back staring up at the ceiling and HEARS the
front door CLOSE shut.

Tommy wakes up as she exits and slowly rises up.  He
notices the doughnut on his chest and chucks it.

He stands up gingerly and steps over Larry just shaking his
head and walks over to Charlie’s room.

He sees Charlie staring up at the ceiling.

Tommy appears singing “She’s outta my life…” by Michael
Jackson way off tune.

TOMMY
She’s outta my life, she
outta my… life…

CHARLIE
Get out…

TOMMY
Oh, isn’t that cute, little
Chucky’s in puppy love…

CHARLIE
Shut up asshole…
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TOMMY
Oh snap out of it fuck nuts,
I don’t need you’re crazy
fiancé blaming me for fucking
up your relationship.

CHARLIE
Just make me some coffee
bitch…

TOMMY
Who you calling bitch,
bitch?

Tommy dive bombs Charlie and wrestles him to the floor.

Corn Dog hears the commotion and gets in on the fight and
drops a flying elbow on the both of them.

Larry wakes up from all the commotion and realizes he’s
naked and tip toes into the bathroom.

Tommy hears him.

TOMMY (CONT’D)
We know you’re naked
dumb-ass!

They laugh.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. DRIVEWAY – LATER

The guys are packing the car all except for Charlie.

TOMMY
You guys got everything?

LARRY
Yeah, where’s Charlie?

CORN DOG
He said he had to grab
something.
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TOMMY
Tell him to hurry it up!

Tommy jumps in the car and cranks on the A/C and adjusts
the radio.

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Where the hell is he?

Charlie appears onto the porch and trots down the stairs.

CHARLIE
Adios fellas…

TOMMY
What do you mean adios?

CHARLIE
I’m not going back… I’m
staying.

TOMMY
Whatever… Stop fucking around
and get your ass in the car.
I gotta be back at work in the
morning.

Corn Dog grins.

LARRY
He’s serious.

Tommy takes a BEAT and holds his stare.

TOMMY
Your serious?

Charlie nods.

CHARLIE
I’m 31 years old, it’s time
for me to start living. Like
you said, the only one that
can change things is me.
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TOMMY
What the hell are you going to
do?

CHARLIE
I don’t know, I’ll figure
it out.

TOMMY
What are we supposed to
tell Roxanne?

CHARLIE
I have a feeling ol’ Roxanne
will be just fine.

TOMMY
Well damn… (beat)

Tommy gets out of the car.

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Give me a hug man.

They hug.

CHARLIE
I didn’t realize you had
it in you.

TOMMY
Yeah, well, don’t tell anybody.
Good luck.

Larry shakes Charlie’s hand.

LARRY
Good luck bud.  Keep in
touch.

Corn Dog and Charlie shake hands.

CORN DOG
Thanks for always covering
for me, I’ll pay you back.
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CHARLIE
No you won’t…

CORN DOG
Well it felt good to say at
least.

CHARLIE
Don’t take any shit from
these guys.

CORN DOG
Who them?

Corn Dog laughs.

They jump in the car and Tommy backs out and then yells
out.

TOMMY
Knock ‘em dead kid!

They peel away as a CAB approaches.

Charlie watches as they drive out of sight then enters the
cab.

CUT TO:

EXT. ROAD - LATER

The cab drives along the ocean road passing several HOUSES
until it reaches the CHARTER BOAT AREA.

Charlie pays the cabby.

CHARLIE
Thanks.

He grabs his bags and exits the cab.

Charlie looks up at a POLE with PELICAN perched on it.
Attached to the pole is a piece of paper taped to it
showing HELP WANTED: DECKHAND.

He grabs the PAPER from the pole and the PELICAN flies
away.  He looks out over the docks and he smiles.
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FADE OUT


